New extensometer to measure in vivo uniaxial mechanical properties of human skin.
Biomechanical properties of skin are important for clinical decision making as well as clinical intervention. Measuring these properties in vivo is critical for estimating dimensional behaviour of skin flap or graft after harvest. However, existing methodologies and devices often suffer from lack of standardisation and unwanted peripheral force contribution due to the deformation of surrounding tissues during measurement. This naturally leads to measurement inaccuracies and lack of reproducibility. In order to improve the measurement accuracy, a new portable extensometer, which measures the non-invasive in vivo biomechanical properties of skin, has been designed and constructed. This design incorporates three pads that attach to the skin, including a C-shaped pad to shield the force sensor from peripheral forces. Such design produces data that are significantly closer to in vitro measurements. The results have been verified by finite element analysis, and experiments on rubber sheets and pig skins. This device can be used to obtain biomechanical properties of skin that will aid doctors in measuring skin elasticity and surgical planning, especially in skin flap surgery.